
CCCM National Cluster Update:

Response Overview: 

Key Achievements:

When the local authorities in Bentiu requested the humanitarian community relocate the flood affected IDPs currently resident in Bentiu town 
IDP site A&B to site C. The CCCM Cluster developed due diligence checklist to ensure that when the relocation finally takes place, the affected 
population is not pressured into accepting a relocation plan that might not address their individual needs and protection concerns. The due 
diligence ensure that due consultation process was undertaken to ensure IDPs understood the consequence  of such proposed solutions. The 
due diligence also recognized that the state is the primary actor in provision of  protection and assistance to the displaced persons and that, the 
humanitarian community role is not only to support the state in implementing such relocation plans but to ensure that their actions are driven 
by protection and humanitarian principles, including embedding principles of do no harm and conflict sensitivity is central to relocation process. 
The document can be accessed here.

• Of the over two million internally displaced persons (IDPs) in South 
Sudan, 1.6 million people are in need of Camp Coordination and 
Camp Management (CCCM)  support in 2022. Approximately 
900,000 displaced persons live in spontaneous sites or informal 
settlements or with host communities, around 190,000 are in 
Protection of Civilian sites (PoC/former PoCs)  and more than 
250,000 live in collective sites.. 

• Unusually extreme flooding, in addition to the upsurge in sub-
national violence, especially in Jonglei, Unity, Upper Nile, Warrap 
and Lakes, means that displaced people are expected to remain in 
the areas where they have taken refuge until conditions improve 
in their areas of origin. Ensuring that these people continue 

to receive adequate services, and mitigate against protection 
concerns and other risks and vulnerabilities, CCCM cluster will 
continue to maintain an overview of agencies providing services, 
monitor the quality of their services and identify site level needs 
and gaps. 

• As of March  2022 more than 500,000 IDPs were reached by 
7 CCCM cluster partners who responded in various IDP sites 
and other displacement locations where they provided IDPs 
with CCCM services including coordination of service provision, 
capacity building of site management committees, and monitoring 
service provisions  at site level. 
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Inauguration ceremony of the new youth leadership 
committee.  © DRC 2022

https://www.humanitarianresponse.info/en/operations/south-sudan/document/20220530-due-diligence-checklist-bentiu-idp-sites-final


Central Equatoria
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• The  Conflict between cattle keepers and farmers in Magwi county in Eastern Equatoria, have displaced over 42,192 persons. Some of 
the displaced persons have relocated from Magwi Payam Headquarter into the open compound of the churches and schools. Over 614 
individuals majority of whom are women, girls and boys and children made the long journey to Juba and ended up in Juba Ex-PoC 3. Due to 
the limited capacity of the camp, IDPs are facing challenges of S/NFI, food, water, and latrines. So far, the newly arrived IDPs in camp 3 who 
lack essentials services are supported with food and other services. CCCM coordinated with the shelter cluster who swiftly responded by 
proving communal tents. CCCM also had productive dialogue with WFP to include the newly arrived in the May food distribution schedule. 
While in Magwi, the security situation has continued to flare up displacing over 17,000 households who sought shelter in collective centers. 
The living condition in these collective centers have continued to deteriorate due to absence of site management and the  IDPs are pre-
occupied with the need to survive for the next day under deplorable living condition. They are incapable of managing themselves as their 
primary concern is to stay alive, looking for shelter and safe space to hide for the night to survive the conflict. 

• In Juba IDP camps 1&3, Camp Management conducted  training to the camp management committee members (CMC) the main aim of this 
training event was to engage the CMC members in the drafting and promulgating of the their Terms of Reference (TOR).  The training had 
opportunity to review the roles and responsibilities of the newly elected members of the (CMC) as part of the camp management effort 
in holding the CMC accountable to the people they represent. Overall, this saw active participation of 80 CMC members in which 50 were 
female and 30 males. After the workshiop, all the members willingly signed the TOR and code of conduct whereby they took an oath to 
respect and uphold both the code of conduct and the TOR

• In Mangalla IDP camp UNHCR CCCM and partner Coalition for Humanity conducted trainings and focus group discussions on Housing 
Land and Property (HLP) issues and Gender Based Violence (GBV) awareness raising. Through this training it is hoped that the displaced 
community are aware of the mechanisms for addressing land disputes and what can be done to identify and support survivours of GBV
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• Following violent conflict between the Ngok Dinka and Twic Dinka in Abeyi administrative area, an estimated 41,000 people were displaced 
and have taken  refuge in Twic and Gogrial County of Warrap State spread across 23 displacement sites,. As a result of this mass 
displacement, the availability of services such as Food, Health, Shelter, WaSH, Protection and NFI’s has become limited to the IDPs. This has 
led the majority of the IDPs to be staying under trees whereby they are exposed to the elements and other public health concerns. The 
CCCM Custer deployed camp management mobile team to conduct rapid needs  assessment in Twic. The team reported that the majority 
of the IDPs were sleeping in the open while a few lucky ones were hosted by relatives and host community while others took shelter in 
unfinished  buildings such as schools, health centers and churches.

Wester Bahr el Ghazal

The new arrival in Camp 3 Juba © UNHCR 2022

 Players during football tounament final match in Bor IDP camp 
© ACTED 2022

Renovated women’s committee office in Bor IDP Camp © 
ACTED 2022

The new arrival in Camp 3 Juba © ACTED  2022

Updates from States: 

Jonglei

• The site maintenance activities continued in the camp. ACTED CM team allocated a plot to 2 HHs/families who raised complaints through 
ACTED information desk. 

• Refresher training was conducted for block leaders and their deputies on how to use the fire extinguishers installed in all blocks in case of 
any fire outbreak in the community and they were also tasked to spread the knowledge to their respective block members.



Upper Nile

Unity
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• Following the youth leadership standoff in the PoC in the last 4 months in which the out-going leaders did not want to vacate office 
even when their terms of office had expired, a series of meetings were conducted between Camp Management, UNMISS-PTR and 
the conflicting party, an agreement was reached and new elections were held and the newly elected committee signed TOR and 
took an oath to abide by it. The TOR stipulates that youth membership should be rotational amongst the different ethnic groups in 
the PoC and that members will willingly  vacate office when their term expires. 

• As part of the PSEA task force, Camp Management has supported in the mobilization, facilitation and participation in the PSEA 
community sessions, formation of community Based Complaint and feedback Mechanism (CBCM) working groups. Activities in 
line with PSEA are ongoing. So far, 20 individuals from the POC community structures (PoC Coordination Committee, women 
committee, Community Watch Group  Youth, and local courts) have been identified as part of the CBCM from the community. 239 
complaints were recorded at the FCRM desks across the PoC, for which 31 were for lost ration cards and 208 were for shelter and 
plastic sheets. All complaints have been referred to the relevant offices. 

• As part of flood response in Fashoda, DRC Camp Management with funding support from Bureau of Humanitarian Affairs (BHA), 
procured and distributed 9 canoes to the communities within Aburoc IDP site and around fashoda to support in movement. The 
unprecedented floods in Aburoc has separated the IDP site into two whereby the IDP  community have to use a boat/canoe  to 
access services within the same site. The donated canoes will go a long way in easing IDP movements making access to services a 
lot easy. 

• Camp Management participated in HEV state task force meeting 
conducted at the State Ministry of Health in Bentiu town. The 
meeting adopted  ToR for the task force as a working document 
that would coordinate partners’ activities in responding to HEV 
in both inside Bentiu IDP Site and outside.

• Camp management collaborated with Community leaders 
to construct a ramp for community water access point as 
a mitigating measure for berm erosion by the community 
members. 

• DRC Camp management distributed 90 floods mitigation tools 
that include 30 spade, 30 hoes, 30 axes, and 30 digging tools to 
the communities at IDP sites C, D and E in Bentiu town. The 
tools will help  the community to build berms around the sites 
in readiness for the upcoming raining season.  The tools will 
also be used  in upgrading the drainage systems in the sites. 
While camp management has handed over the tools to the site 
community leadership, a periodical audits will be undertaken to 
ensure the tools are being used for the purpose to which they 
were provided.

For more info: CCCM Cluster South Sudan, 
                   cccmcluster.imu@gmail.com
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CCCM Assistant, during distribution of Canoes to Community in 
Aburoc IDP site in Upper Nile. ©DRC 2022

Community consultation for relocation to Site C in Bentiu Town 
© DRC 2022
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